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Introduction
This toolkit invites participation in activities that allow us to remember our loved ones, in

particular those we lost during the period of the pandemic (2020 – 2022). Requiring simple

materials and observing easy-to-follow steps, the activities in this toolkit constitute gestures of

remembrance and connection that carry deep meaning and resolve for expressing grief.

Put together by the Tapestries of Grief (TOG) 2022 team, the activities in this toolkit are

curated according to five categories and can be used in a group setting within communities.

This toolkit will guide you in facilitating remembrance activities in your community with ideas,

tips and practical suggestions. These five categories are:

1. Poems for Our Grief  

2.  Places for Our Grief

3.  Music for Our Grief

4.  Food for Our Grief

5.  Acts of  Kindness for Our Grief   3



How to use this toolkit
It is hoped that through the use of this toolkit, those who did not have the opportunity to

grieve their loved one during the years of the pandemic could do so and find expressions that

resonate with them because people grieve in ways unique to them. What is universal during loss,

however, is making meaning and for grief to be witnessed. In using this toolkit, you may wish to

consider the following:

✓ Keep the use of this toolkit

flexible. Like a buffet, users are

encouraged to pick activities that

bear significance for the group they

are facilitating and feel right in

honouring their loved ones. Do

customise or personalise the

activities so that it is more

meaningful for participants.
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How to use this toolkit
✓Most of the activities are for group

facilitation and participation, but there

is no stopping participants in your group

from completing them individually if they

wish to in their own time.

✓Completing the activities in this toolkit

can contribute to a sense of well-being

but it does not take the place of

professional bereavement support. If

participants need help, please support

them further or refer them to our

resource page (Help and Support) for a

list of service providers who can assist.
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How to use this toolkit
✓Grief Connections Online - Some activities in this toolkit (indicated by the TOG token

images or TOG logo) are available online in the TOG 2022 microsite (XXXXX insert link

XXXXX). More interactive in nature, these online versions enable participation as a

community among those with shared experiences. Participants are invited to submit posts to

share memories of their loved one. They can also view posts by others honouring their loved

one. In doing so, we foster a compassionate community where grief is witnessed through a

tapestry of love and narratives.

Invitation to observe a minute of silence – If

you use any of the activities in this toolkit, at the

end of any activity conducted, please consider as a

community to observe a minute of silence for

those who have left us during the COVID-19

pandemic (2020 – 2022). Here are the steps:
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Invitation to observe a minute of silence

(Continued)

• Prior to the activity, collect the TOG

tokens for all the participants and

facilitators. (To understand more about the

TOG token, please refer to pages 13-15 of

this guide).

• Distribute one token to each participant

and have them hold it in both hands as the

minute of silence is observed.

How to collect the 

TOG Tokens: 

Contact XX insert name and

designation XX from Grief

Matters at XXX insert email

address XXX to make

arrangements for the collection of

the tokens during office hours,

Mondays to Fridays.

Please do so by DDMM2022. 

How to use this toolkit
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How to use this toolkit 

Invitation to observe a minute of silence

• Before the minute of silence is observed, the facilitator could signal its commencement by
saying: “Together, we will now observe a minute of silence to remember and honour loved
ones who have left us in the last two years of the pandemic.”

• When the one minute is up, the facilitator could signal the end of the observance by saying:
“Thank you for observing the minute of silence and for remembering our loved ones as a
community.”

• Let participants know that they can keep the TOG token or pass it on to someone who may
find it meaningful to participate in the TOG 2022 activities, or require support to cope with
loss.
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Invitation to the Grief  Connection Experience 

Welcome to Grief  Connection @ Tapestries of  

Grief  2022! Will you join us?

Grief Connections is an interactive platform that provides individuals with an

opportunity to remember their loved ones through writings, photos, videos and much

more! With your contributions, we can foster a compassionate community where grief

is witnessed. Here is how you can participate:

1. Head to the Grief Connections @ Tapestries of Grief 2022 microsite by clicking

on this link XXX insert Grief Connections link here XXX.

2. Select one of the five offerings (Poems for Our Grief, Places for Our Grief,

Music for Our Grief, Food for Our Grief or Acts of Kindness for Our Grief).

3. Follow the instructions to contribute a post to share memories of your loved one.

4. Depending on the offering(s) chosen, you can add images, poems, videos or even

recipes to remember and celebrate the life of your loved one. Feel free to read

others’ posts while you are there.

Thank you for your support and we look forward to seeing you at Grief Connections!
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Grief  Connection Community Guidelines 
We invite you to use the Grief Connections space to remember your loved one and interact

with others doing the same by submitting videos, photos and short thematic write-ups. It is

our hope that as you take the opportunity to contribute to this community, it becomes a

meaningful space for us to navigate grief and draw comfort.

While reasonable care would be taken to ensure that the content posted are respected and not

abused, you understand that this site allows open access by the public, some of whom may

use the content for the purpose of training, research and education. By posting, you release

Tapestries of Grief from all liability which may arise from how these submitted content are

viewed and used by those accessing the website. As a contributor, you can make a formal

request to Tapestries of Grief to remove the post you have submitted by emailing

_____insert relevant email address______ . The post will be removed within three working

days.
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Grief  Connection Community Guidelines 

In order to keep this community a safe space for all of  our users, we ask that you follow the 

rules outlined below:

1. Treat all participants with kindness, respect and consideration, valuing a diversity of  

views and experiences different from your own.

2. Refrain from demeaning, discriminatory, or harassing behaviour and speech directed 

toward others.

3. Be mindful   in  this  community. Alert  Tapestries 

of   Grief  if  you  come  across  posts  that  indicate                                                       

someone might be in distress.

4.   The admin has  the  right  to  remove posts  if  they: 

- Encourage violence, self-harm or  activities which 

could  endanger  the safety or well-being of  others; Mindful participation
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Grief  Connection Community Guidelines 

- Contain racist, sexually  explicit or suggestive, abusive 

and any other discriminatory or  objectionable content;

- Contain profanities or obscene language and materials; and

- Advertise products, services, events or research.

5. Respect the privacy and information of others in this

community. Do not re-upload any of the content.

6. Do not post personal information that you would not

be comfortable sharing with the public, including your

full name, NRIC number, address, phone number and

any other contact information.

12
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The Tapestries of  Grief  (TOG) Token
The Tapestries of Grief (TOG) token is a visible and tangible representation of the spirit of a

community that comes together to remember the loved ones we have lost in the last two years

of the pandemic, and our endeavour to encourage and support one another through this

journey of grief, hope and restoration.

The TOG token comes in three designs:

food, music and place, depicting how our

most intimate and meaningful memories of

and with our loved one are often found in

the simple, everyday experiences of life and

passion. In themselves, food and music feed

the soul and places locate memory and

connections. In particular, the ubiquitous

13



The Tapestries of  Grief  (TOG) Token
and often life-giving nature of food and

music makes it easy for us to offer them as

felt expressions of comfort and care to

another. Or to ourselves when grief threatens

to overwhelm.

Compact and solid, the token could be

grasped and held in both hands as a way of

anchoring when we are engaged in

remembering our loved one. It evinces how

palpable and perceivable grief can be if we do

not dismiss or suppress it, our own or that

of others’. The same token held by many

simultaneously within a common space

engenders a sense of camaraderie and speaks
14



The Tapestries of  Grief  (TOG) Token
deeply about our collective grief. As such, it

is apt that we hold this token independently

and together when we observe the one

minute silence after each TOG activity is

conducted to remember the loved ones we

miss and continue to hold close to our heart.

Yet, this token is also a beacon that directs

those who are grieving and need help to the

relevant sources of support - information

that is readily accessible via the QR code

found on each token. Know of someone

who may find it meaningful to participate in

the TOG 2022 activities, or require support

to cope with loss? Pass it on.
15
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Introduction:

Poems about our loved one give voice to our grief and allow us to remember them.
It is a way of reminiscing the times that have been spent together. It helps us find
the words for our experiences and provide relief to grief.

Poems for our Grief

“Reading or writing poetry creates a space for

empathy, for seeing another person, for bearing

witness to our common humanity.” - Thea Voutiritsas
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Activity 1: Read a poem on grief or memory of a loved one

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Reading Circle, Support Group)

with a focus on texts and meaning-making.

Instructions:

1. Choose a poem on grief or restoration and invite a participant to read it aloud.

2. Invite participants to provide a personal response to the poem. (As they share,

remind participants to refrain from using phrases such as “I understand how you

feel” as every individual’s experience with grief is different.)

3. Use the facilitation prompts in the next slide, if you find them useful.

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 1: Read a poem on grief or memory of a loved one

Have participants reflect on the poem’s meaning and what it might speak to them about

their own journey. Here are some prompts to help you:

✓What struck you as you read the text? Did particular

imagery stand out for you?

✓What learning or insight might be gained from these lines?

✓Did any part speak to you about your own journey?

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 2: Create a poem collage

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Experiential Creative-writing Group,

Support Group, Art Therapy Group etc) for participants to create their individual poem

collage and share their works and personal journey of loss.

Materials needed: Colour pens, paper, glue, scissors, old newspapers / magazines / books

that contain images or words that might be meaningful for the activity. Optional: If it is

meaningful, participants could include photos of their loved one.

Instructions:

1. Read the following set of instructions to participants:

✓ Gather your materials.

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 2: Create a poem collage

Instructions (Continued)

✓ Look through the newspapers / magazines / books and cut out words / phrases

that catch your eye.

✓ Cut out images that remind you of your loved one or represent your personal

journey during this time of grief. Keep collecting words / phrases from different

sources.

✓ Organise your cut-outs into a poem about your loved one. Start putting

the words /phrases together to form verses.

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 2: Create a poem collage

Instructions (Continued):

✓Start gluing them onto a piece of

paper, in the order that you have

decided.

✓Add the images that you have cut

out and write or calligraph words

onto the images. There you have

it, your very own poem collage!

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 2: Create a poem collage

Instructions (Continued):

2. Once the poem collages are ready, encourage participants to:

✓Share what their poem collage (the words, the images chosen) means to them and how

it might represent their personal journey after losing their loved one.

✓Hold space within this community by listening and not interpreting the poem for the

writer. This allows one’s grief to speak.

3. Remind participants to keep to the following community guidelines:

✓Confidentiality – Please do not share what has been said to people outside this space.

What has been shared here stays within this space.

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 2: Create a poem collage

Instructions (Continued):

✓Empathy – Let us gift our presence to this

community we are a part of today. When

other participants are speaking, give them

your attention and do not compare

circumstances of loss.

✓Opportunity to share – You can share if

you want to, but if you do not wish to

share, that is okay too.

Poems for our Grief

AA

A
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Activity 3: Write an acrostic poem about your loved one

Instructions:

1. Read the following set of instructions to participants:

✓Write the name of  your loved one vertically, as shown below:

J

A

N

E

L

L

E

✓Look at the first letter and think of  words or phrases that describe your loved one. 

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 3: Write an acrostic poem about your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

Once you have an idea, write it down:

Joyful girl

Awesome daughter

N

E

L

L

E

Poems for our Grief
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Activity 3: Write an acrostic poem about your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

✓Continue to do the same for the rest of  the letters and there you have it, your own acrostic  

poem.

Poems for our Grief

Joyful girl

Awesome daughter

Noble friend

Eloquent in speech

Listening ear

Loyal and altogether lovely

Encourager
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Activity 3: Write an acrostic poem about your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

2. Encourage participants to go to Grief Connections

online in the TOG 2022 microsite XXX insert

link XXX) to submit an acrostic poem of their

loved one. Gently remind them that by

submitting, they give permission for their

poem to be published by TOG and viewed

by others as part of our collective narrative.

Poems for our Grief
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Introduction:

Places can have a special significance when it comes to grieving – they have unique

value as sites of remembrance or where memories were created. These can be

intersections of life where we met our loved one or places we visited during travels or

where we did things together. Is there a physical place that ties your heart to your

loved one?

Places for our Grief

“I return to the sacred places of memory to remind myself that it is

not sorrow that lives there, it is my love. And my love can hold pain,

loss, and sorrow with tenderness. Love is what heals me.I return not to

wallow in yesterday. I return to celebrate the gift of life living in what

love has given me today.” - Benjamin Allen
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Activity 1.1: Take a day trip to a place that was special to your loved one

This is a two-part activity where participants take a day trip on their own or with their

friend or family member, before returning to their group (for e.g., Support Group,

Hiking Group) for a debrief.

Instructions:

1. Read the following set of instructions to participants:

✓Identify a place where you and your loved one used to enjoy spending your time at.

✓ Plan for a time to visit the place. Do consider doing so with a friend or family

member whom you are comfortable with.

✓ You may wish to bring along, if appropriate, a significant object to symbolize the

connection with your loved one (for e.g., a photo, jewellery, first gift etc)

Places for our Grief
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Activity 1.1: Take a day trip to a place that was special to your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

✓Reflect on and share your favourite memory

with your friend or family member at the

location and /or jot down as much as you

can remember about that encounter, for

instance, what was said, what was done, the

feelings and vibes felt.

2. When participants return to the group, have

them share what the trip means for them.

Places for our Grief
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Activity 1.2: Creating new memories in a place of significance

In this activity, participants visit or return to a place of significance to create new

memories. Depending on the time frame of activities chosen, participants could return

to their group (for e.g., Support Group, Interest Group, Senior Activity Group) for a

debrief.

Instructions:

1. Read the following set of instructions to participants:

✓ Identify a place of significance. It could be a place of memory with your loved one

or a new place (e.g., a country that you had planned to visit) that you wish your

loved one could be there with you.

✓ Plan for a time to visit the place and choose an activity to create new memories, for

Places for our Grief
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Instructions (Continued):

e.g., bring your art materials to paint the place you wanted

to visit with your loved one, have a picnic, plant a tree (if

you have permission to) or commemorate significant

occasions there). Consider with whom you may want to

complete the activity with.

✓ You may wish to bring along, if appropriate, a significant

object to symbolize the connection with your loved one

(for e.g., a photo, a piece of jewellery, first gift etc).

✓Take photos of the new memories made.

Places for our Grief

Activity 1.2: Creating new memories in a place of significance
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Activity 1.2: Creating new memories in a place of significance

Instructions (Continued):

✓ Reflect on how the experience was like for you.

- What were some thoughts and feelings you

had when you were there?

- What was enjoyable or challenging?

2. For activities with timeframes in which activities

could be completed within a week or two, have

participants return to the group to share the

experience of creating new memories in a place

of significance and what it means for them.

Places for our Grief
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Activity 2.1: Share a picture of a place that reminds you of your loved or a travel

video of a trip taken together

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Support Group) where participants

take turns to share a photo depicting a place of significance and the special memories of

their loved one the place held for them.

Instructions

1. Invite participants to bring a picture of a place that reminds them of their loved one

or a travel video that depicts memory-making in a country that the family visited.

2. Facilitator could consolidate soft copies of the pictures or videos and share them on

a screen.

Places for our Grief
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Activity 2.1: Share a picture of a place that reminds you of your loved or a travel

video of a trip taken together

Instructions (Continued):

3. Provide opportunity for participants to share

meaningful details about the picture or travel

video and the memories it held for them.

4. Encourage participants to go to Grief

Connections online in the TOG 2022

microsite XXX insert link XXX) to submit

the picture or the travel video and provide

a short write-up on it.

Places for our Grief
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Activity 2.2: Share a picture of a place that is healing and restorative

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Support Group) where participants

take turns to share a photo of a place that has been healing and restorative for them as

they cope with grief.

Places for our Grief

Instructions

1. Invite participants to bring a picture of a

place that they often return to when they

need moments of respite and restoration (for

e.g., parks, places of worship, beach etc)

during this time of loss.

2. Facilitator could consolidate soft copies of

the pictures and share them on a screen. 37



Activity 2.2: Share a picture of a place that is healing and restorative

Instructions:

3. Provide opportunity for participants to share

how the place was healing and restorative for

them.

4. Encourage participants to go to Grief

Connections online in the TOG 2022

microsite XXX insert link XXX) to submit

the picture and provide a short write-up on

this place that had brought calm and

restoration in their journey of grief.

Places for our Grief
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Introduction:

Music often calms the body and mind. Whether it be the lyrics that bring back

memories of our loved one or the melodies to soothe our grief, we can use music to

create spaces to navigate our grief.

Music for our Grief

“Music replays the past memories, awakens

our forgotten worlds and makes our minds

travel.” – Michael Bassey Johnson
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Activity 1: Compile a playlist of songs or music

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Music Appreciation or Interest

Group, Support Group etc) for participants to create their individual playlist to

remember their loved one and reflect on their personal journey of loss and healing.

Instructions:

1. Read the following set of instructions to participants:

✓ Compile a playlist of songs or music that reminds you of

your loved one and /or helps you to connect to your grief

and soothe yourself.

✓ Remember that the playlist can be as long or as short as

you like. It can comprise a range of genres and themes.

Music for our Grief
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Activity 1: Compile a playlist of songs or music

Instructions (Continued):

2. After their playlist has been recreated, invite them

to reflect and share their thoughts with the group

using the following prompts:

✓ Why did you selected the pieces?

✓ What do they mean to you?

✓ How does the playlist connect to your grief?

✓ Which lyrics stood out for you?

Music for our Grief
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Music for our Grief

Activity 1: Compile a playlist of songs or music

Instructions (Continued):

3. Encourage participants to go to Grief Connections

online in the TOG 2022 microsite XXX insert

link XXX) to submit a song or music that reminds

them of their loved one and /or helps them to

connect to their grief and soothe themselves. Gently

remind them that if they had composed the song

or music, by submitting, they give permission for

it to be published by TOG and accessed by others

as part of our collective narrative.
42



Activity 2: Recreate what you hear

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Music Appreciation / Interest

Group, Support Group etc) for participants to recreate specific moments in their

playlist which they associate with memories of their loved one.

Instructions:

1. Invite participants to compile a playlist of songs or music that reminds them of

their loved one and /or helps them to connect to their grief and soothe themselves

(Refer to Activity 1).

2. After creating their list, have participants listen to the songs / music and take note

of specific moments / memories with their loved one that they associate the

piece(s) with.

Music for our Grief
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Activity 2: Recreate what you hear

Instructions (Continued):

3. Have participants recreate the moments /

memories in unique and creative ways, for instance,

they could draw, paint, create a photo collage, a

floral arrangment, a video montage or even use clay

in these re-creations. Remind them that their

drawings or paintings do not have to be perfect.

(Do note that if the materials and equipment

required could be provided or participants could

bring their own, the re-creations could be done

onsite. Otherwise, have participants complete them

at home and bring them for the following session.)

Music for our Grief
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Activity 2: Recreate what you hear

Music for our Grief

Instructions (Continued):

4. Have participants reflect on what they have recreated:

✓ What moments in the song or music did you re-create

and what medium did you use?

✓ Why did you recreate that moment / those moments?

✓ What memories came to mind and how did you feel

when you were engaged in the activity?

5. Invite participants to share their re-creations and

reflections with the group.
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Activity 2: Recreate what you hear

Music for our Grief
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Introduction:

We can build a whole community of support and love just around the dining table. In

many cultures, food connects us to our ethnic, family and spiritual traditions. Food

can also play an important role in grieving – whether it be food that reminds us of

our loved one, food we eat to heal and nurture our hearts or recipes that our loved

one left us.

Food for our Grief

“Food, like a loving touch or a 

glimpse of divine power, has that 

ability to comfort.” - Norman Kolpas
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Activity 1: Recreate the favourite dish of your loved one

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Support Group, Cooking Interest

Group etc) where participants could come together with different recipes that remind

them of their loved ones and recreate the dishes together. Keep the group cosy and

small unless you have a big kitchen.

Instructions:

1. Invite participants to recall the favourite food that their loved one enjoyed and find

a recipe that provides clear instructions on how to recreate the dish. They can also

use a recipe that their loved one had handed down to them.

2. Make a list of required ingredients to be purchased and prepare the kitchen.

3. Recreate the dishes together.

Food for our Grief
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Activity 1: Recreate the favourite dish of your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

4. Once the cooking is done, have a potluck and participants can share the dishes

with one another.

5. Invite participants to take turns to share their favourite

memory with their loved one that revolves around this dish.

Possible adaptation: Facilitators could consider recreations

using clay if getting a kitchen is not possible or if there are

safety considerations. Clay recreations might also work

better for more elderly participants.

Food for our Grief
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Activity 1: Recreate the favourite dish of your

loved one

Instructions:

6. Encourage participants to go to Grief

Connections online in the TOG 2022

microsite XXX insert link XXX to

submit a picture of the dish they have

cooked or the recipe of their loved

one’s favourite dish and provide a short

write-up on it, including their favourite

memory of their loved one around this

dish or recipe.

Food for our Grief
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Activity 2: Visit a loved one’s favourite restaurant / food stall

This is a two-part activity where participants visit their loved one’s favourite restaurant /

food stall where special memories were made. They can do this on their own or with their

friend or family member and then return to the group (for e.g., Support Group, Senior

Activity Group etc) for a debrief.

Instructions:

Food for our Grief

1.    Read the following set of instructions to participants:

✓ Visit your loved one’s favourite restaurant or food stall and 

order the dishes you both enjoyed. You can do this with a 

friend or a family member.

✓ While waiting for the dishes to be served, write down your 

favourite memory with their loved  one in this  restaurant.
51



Activity 2: Visit a loved one’s favourite restaurant / food stall

Instructions:

2. Remind participants to take time to savour the food.

3. When they return to the group, use the following prompts to initiate a sharing.

✓ Besides your loved one, who was there and when was this?

✓ Was there a particular table / section you usually occupied?

✓ Why were you and your loved one there?

✓ What were some of the memorable things that took place

at the restaurant / food stall?

✓ How did you feel revisiting the restaurant / food stall now?

Food for our Grief
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Activity 3: Create a photo collage of recipes and memorable meals that you shared

with your loved one

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Support Group, Cooking Interest

Group etc) where participants create a collage of recipes and memorable meals.

Materials needed: Pen, paper, glue, scissors, photos of memorable meals, recipes, stickers

of your favourite prints, washi tape (optional).

Instructions:

1. Invite participants to select photos of memorable meals /dishes

(including recipes) that they and their loved one enjoyed.

2. Have each participant create their own photo collage. This

can be a physical collage using the craft materials above or

a virtual one using a simple powerpoint slide presentation.

Food for our Grief
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Activity 3: Create a photo collage of recipes and memorable meals that you

shared with your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

Food for our Grief

3. Remind participants to include meaningful captions 

about the images / recipes in the collage. 

4. Have   participants share  with   one  another   the 

memories the collage holds. 

5. Suggest that they  could share  their  collage  with 

friends and family or  display it somewhere in their 

living space / memory box, or compile them into a 

group collage and take a photo together. 
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Activity 3: Create a photo collage of recipes and memorable meals that you

shared with your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

Food for our Grief

6. Let participants know they may also go to Grief

Connections online in the TOG 2022

microsite XXX insert link XXX to submit a

picture of the photo collage of recipes and

memorable meals and provide a short write-up

on it, including why this collage is special and

meaningful to him or her.
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Introduction:

To honour our loved one or to carry on their legacy, we often find ourselves

following in their footsteps. It could be something as simple as volunteering or

making a donation in our loved one's name to a charity. Kindness has the power to

transform us. Moreover, the satisfaction from helping another can be soul-restoring.

Acts of Kindness for our Grief

We need to grieve the ones we have loved and lost in this

lifetime — not to sustain our connection to suffering, but

to sustain our connection to love.” - Jennifer Williamson”
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Activity 1.1: Volunteering

This is a two-part activity where participants choose an organization and volunteer on

their own or with a friend or family member and then return to the group (for e.g.,

Support Group, Hiking Group etc) for a debrief.

Instructions:

1. Invite participants to choose an organization to volunteer at.

2. Gently prompt participants about considering organisations with a cause that their

loved one was supportive of (if applicable) to honour them. If group dynamics allow

and participants are open to group volunteering, facilitate an opportunity for them to

decide on an organization they could all volunteer together at.

3. Provide an opportunity to debrief volunteering experience using prompts provided.

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 1.1: Volunteering

When participants return to the group, have them reflect on the

volunteering experience and what it spoke to them about their

own journey. Here are some prompts you can consider:

✓ Why did you choose to volunteer for this social cause?

✓ How did you feel about the experience?

✓ How does this experience remind you of your loved one?

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 1.2: Share a picture of an act of kindness you did in honour of your loved

one

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Support Group, Volunteer Group

etc) where participants are invited to share acts of kindness they did in honour of their

loved one and what it meant for them.

Instructions:

1. Invite participants to share a picture of an act of kindness

they did in honour of their loved one.

2. Provide opportunity for participants to recall meaningful

details about the picture and share reasons why he or she

chose to perform this act of kindness.

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 1.2: Share a picture of an act of kindness you did in

honour of your loved one

Instructions (Continued):

3. Have them reflect on how this act of kindness helped them

honour their loved one or continue his or her legacy.

4. Remind the group the purpose is not to compare the

magnitude of the acts of kindness but how it holds meaning

for each one as an act of remembrance and / or legacy.

5. Encourage participants to go to Grief Connections online in

the TOG 2022 microsite XXX insert link XXX) to submit

the picture and provide a short write-up on it.

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 2: Write a note of appreciation

This activity could be facilitated in a group (e.g., Support Group) where participants are

invited to reflect on someone who had been there for them during difficult times and

then pen a note of appreciation to him or her. Participants are encouraged to hand this

note of appreciation to the person they are grateful for after the session.

Instructions:

1. Invite participants to think about a person who had been there for them through

the difficult times of grief.

2. Have them share with the group what made them grateful to this person.

3. Support the participants in this reflection using the prompts provided and

encourage them to use the template provided to write their note of appreciation.

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 2: Write a note of appreciation

When faced with the death of a loved one, we tend to focus on what we have lost.

However, expressing gratitude to the ones who were there for us through thick and

thin may be a way for us to embrace our grief and find a new sense of purpose. Is

there someone you are grateful for in this season? You can reflect on:

✓How did this person support you?

✓Describe a moment that you felt comforted by their words/actions.

✓How did their support make you feel?

✓What is one thing you really appreciate about them?

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 2: Write a note of appreciation

Instructions (Continued):

4. After participants have jotted down their

thoughts and feelings of appreciation in

the card below, encourage them to hand it

to the person they are grateful for.

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 3: Make a donation to a charitable organization

This activity could be facilitated in a group (for e.g., Support Group, Volunteer Group

etc) where participants are invited to make a charitable donation in honour of their

loved one.

Instructions:

1. Invite participants to think about an organization that he or she wishes to donate

to. They may wish to consider organisations with a cause that their loved one was

supportive of, or one that had rendered support to him or her after loss.

2. Encourage participants to consider donating to one of our TOG 2022 partners

that provide bereavement support to the those experiencing grief and loss

individually or as a group by clicking on this link: insert Grief Connections Acts

of kindness donation link

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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Activity 3: Make a donation to a charitable organisation

Instructions (Continued):

3. When participants return to the group after each has made their individual

donation to the chosen organization, have them reflect on the donation

experience and what it speaks to them about their journey by using the following

prompts:

✓ Why did you choose to donate to this organization?

✓ How did you feel about the experience?

✓ How does this experience remind you of your loved one and allow you to

honour him or her?

Acts of Kindness for our Grief
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